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Convolutional neural networks
l Biologically-inspired variants of MLPs

l Receptive field: visual cortex contains a complex arrangement of 
cells. These cells are sensitive to small sub-regions of the visual 
field. [Hubel & Wiesel 1962] & [Fukushima 1982] (Neocognitron)

l The sub-regions are tiled to cover the entire visual field ---
Hierarchical Representation
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Local Filters exploit the strong spatially local correlation present in natural images

the figure is courtesy of Yann LeCun

[LeCun et al. NIPS 1989]



Convolutional neural networks
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l Sparse Connectivity
l Shared weights
l Increasingly “global” receptive fields

Feature maps 𝑚 − 1

Feature maps 𝑚

Feature maps 𝑚 + 𝟏

Ø simple cells detect local features 
Ø complex cells “pool” the outputs of simple cells within a retinotopic

neighborhood.



Convolutional neural networks
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l Hierarchical Representation Learning [Zeiler & Fergus 2013]

the figure is courtesy of Yann LeCun



Revolution of CNNs
l Revolution of Depth
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AlexNet, 8 layers VGG, 19 layers GoogleNet, 22 layers ResNet, 152 layers

the figure is courtesy of Kaiming He



CNNs so far
l Training very deep models for handling gradient vanishing?

l Powerful convolution filters to enable transformation-, scale-, 
and viewpoint-invariance?

l Unsupervised or semi-supervised Learning ?
l How to enforce human knowledge on learned filters?
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E.g. residual connection [ResNet. He et al. 2015]: 

E.g. Deformable convolution filters [Dai et al. 2017]: 



ConvNet vs. Recurrent Networks
l Spatial Modeling vs. Sequential Modeling
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The hidden layers and the output depend from 
previous states of the hidden layers

The output depends ONLY on the 
current input.

l Fixed vs. variable number of computation steps.
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Recurrent Neural Networks
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l The input or output as a SEQUENCE of any length

l Sequential prediction for image or video domain

ℎ' = 	𝜎(𝑊--ℎ'./ +𝑊-0𝑥')

𝑦' = 	𝑊-4ℎ'

Image Understanding Video Understanding



Recurrent Neural Networks
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Image 
classification Image 

captioning

sentiment analysis
or video recognition

Machine Translation

Image Generation or
segmentation

One to one One to Many Many to One Many to Many Many to Many
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Recurrent Neural Networks
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RNNs are hard to train with back-propagation

• Has trouble learning “long-term dependencies as the depth 
grows

• Vanishing gradient problems [Hochreiter 1991; Bengio et al., 1994] 

l Unrolling recurrent neural networks for back-propagation

𝒙𝒕

𝒉𝒕

=

𝒙𝟎

𝒉𝟎

𝒙𝟏

𝒉𝟏

𝒙𝟐

𝒉𝟐

𝒙𝒕

𝒉𝒕



Recurrent Neural Networks
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l Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [Horchreiter & Schmidhuber (1997)]

l LSTMs are explicitly designed to avoid the long-term dependency problem.
l It uses linear memory cells surrounded by multiplicative gate units to store read,

write and reset information

Standard RNN

LSTM Gating functions to select information for passing and remembering

courtesy of Cristopher Olah’s blog

l Input gate: scales input to cell(write)
l Output gate: scales output from cell (read)
l Forget gate: scales old cell value (read)



Recurrent Neural Networks
l Forget gate layer

l Input gate layer and a tanh layer  

:decide what information we’re going to throw away from the memory cells

𝒇𝒕 = 𝝈(𝑾𝒇 > 𝒉𝒕.𝟏, 𝒙𝒕 	+ 	𝒃𝒇)

:decide what new information we’re going to store in the memory cells

𝒊𝒕 = 𝝈(𝑾𝒊 > 𝒉𝒕.𝟏, 𝒙𝒕 	+ 	𝒃𝒊)

𝑪C𝒕 = tanh(𝑾𝑪 > 𝒉𝒕.𝟏, 𝒙𝒕 	+ 	𝒃𝑪)

Input gate layer to decide which values we’ll update

a tanh layer creates a vector of new candidate memory states



Recurrent Neural Networks
l Update memory cells

l Update hidden cells

𝑪𝒕 = 𝒇𝒕 ∗ 𝑪𝒕.𝟏 +	𝒊𝒕 ∗ 𝑪C𝒕

𝒐𝒕 = 𝝈(𝑾𝒐 > 𝒉𝒕.𝟏, 𝒙𝒕 	+ 	𝒃𝒐)

𝒉𝒕 = 𝒐𝒕 ∗ tanh(𝑪𝒕)

a sigmoid layer which decides what parts of the cell 
state we’re going to output.

only output the parts we decided to

forgetting the things we decided to forget earlier

Scaling the new candidate values by how much 
we decided to update each state value.



Revolution of RNN (1-D sequence)
l Bi-directional LSTM

l Tree-structured LSTM

l The hidden state of the Bi-directional LSTM is 
the concatenation of the forward and 
backward hidden states.

l This setup allows the hidden state to capture 
both past and future information.

[Speech Recognition with Deep Recurrent Neural Networks, Alex Graves] 

l The hidden states come from an input vector 
and the hidden states of arbitrarily many child 
units. 

l The standard LSTM can then be considered a 
special case of the Tree-LSTM where each 
internal node has exactly one child.

Chain-structured
LSTM

Tree-structured
LSTM

Improved Semantic Representations From Tree-Structured Long Short-Term Memory Networks, Tai. et al.



Revolution of RNN (2-D sequence)
Pixel CNN

[Pixel Recurrent Neural Networks, van den Oord. et al. 2016]

Row LSTM Diagonal BiLSTM



Revolution of RNN (Graph Structure)

l Graph LSTM

l Generalize the LSTM for sequential data 
or multi-dimensional data to general 
graph-structured data.

l Adaptive graph topology with different 
numbers of neighbors.

l Adaptive starting node.

l Adaptive forget gates to capture different 
correlations of nodes.

Starting node

Current node

Neighboring nodes

[Semantic Object Parsing with Graph LSTM. Liang et al. 2016]



Revolution of RNN (Graph Structure)
l Interpretable Structure-Evolving LSTM

[Interpretable Structure-Evolving LSTM. Liang et al & Xing et al. 2017]

l Learn the intermediate interpretable multi-level graph structures
l The structure-evolving LSTM has the capability of modeling long-range 

interactions using the dynamically evolved hierarchical graph topologies to 
capture the multi-level inherent correlations embedded in the data.



l Interpretable Structure-Evolving LSTM
l The stochastic structure-evolving step by a Metropolis-Hastings method:

l The graph state transition probability 
J(K LMN →K L )

J(K L →K LMN )
is calculated by multiplying 

all merging probabilities of eliminated edges.

𝛼 𝐺 ' →𝐺 'R/ = min(1, 
J(K LMN →K L )

J(K L →K LMN )
S K LMN T;V)
S K L T;V)

)

Revolution of RNN (Graph Structure)

[Interpretable Structure-Evolving LSTM. Liang et al & Xing et al. 2017]



l Interpretable Structure-Evolving LSTM
l Example evolved graphs for semantic segmentation

Revolution of RNN (Graph Structure)

[Interpretable Structure-Evolving LSTM. Liang et al & Xing et al. 2017]



RNNs so far
l Model compression
Ø Full sequence processing (a whole image) is computationally 

expensive.
l Dynamic recurrent networks
Ø Information propagation over adaptive topologies for each 

problem (just like human).
l Long-term memorization 
l Knowledge or memorization adaption from other problems
l Distributed system
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Memory and attention mechanisms

l Why memory?
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l Recurrent networks cannot remember things for very long
l The cortex only remember things for 20 seconds

l The long-term memories can be read from or written to
Long-term memories == Knowledge base

l Convert 𝑥 to an internal feature representation 𝐼 𝑥
l Update memories 𝑚X given the new input : 𝑚X = 𝐺 𝑚X, 𝐼 𝑥 ,𝑚 , ∀𝑖.
l Compute output features 𝑜 given the new input and memory: 𝑜 = 𝑂 𝐼 𝑥 ,𝑚 .
l Decode output features 𝑜 to given the final response: 	r	 = 𝑅 𝑜 .

End to end memory network [Sukhbaatar et al. 15] 



Memory and attention mechanisms

l Why attention?
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l Attending to Long term memories 
Ø Dealing with gradient vanishing problem 
l Fine-grained representation rather than a global representation
Ø Attending/focusing to smaller parts of data (patches in images,  words or  

phrases in sentences) 
l Overcoming computational limits for visual data 
Ø Focusing only on the parts of images 
Ø Scalability independent of the size of images • Adds some interpretability to 

the models (error inspection)
l Enabling some interpretability and better reasoning
Ø Learning  distinct reasoning routine for each problem 



Memory and attention mechanisms
l End to end memory networks [Sukhbaatar et al. 15] 
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l Content-based addressing

l Soft attention mechanism while reading the memory

l Final prediction

𝑚X = 	`𝐴𝑥Xb
b

, 𝑥X = {𝑥X/, 𝑥Xd, … , 𝑥Xf}

u = ∑ 𝐵𝑞bb , 𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛	𝑣𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟	𝑞

𝑝X = 𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑢v𝑚X = 𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑞v𝐵v` 𝐴𝑥Xb
�

b
)

𝑜 = 	`𝑝X𝑐X = 	``𝑝b𝐶𝑥Xb

�

b

�

X

�

X
Output memory representation

𝑎y = 𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥	(𝑊(𝑜 + 𝑢))



Memory and attention mechanisms
l End to end memory networks [Sukhbaatar et al. 15] 
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Memory and attention mechanisms
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Memory and attention mechanisms

l Image captioning [Show, attend and tell. Xu et al. 15]
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Memory and attention mechanisms
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Memory and attention mechanisms
l Image captioning [Show, attend and tell. Xu et al. 15]
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l Hard attention & soft attention



Memory and attention mechanisms

l Image captioning [Show, attend and tell. Xu et al. 15]
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Attend to parts of the image



Memory and attention mechanisms
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l Image & video paragraph generation 

[Recurrent Topic-Transition GAN for Visual Paragraph Generation. Liang et al.  2017]

A group of people are sitting around a living room 
together. One of the men is wearing black sleeve shirt 
and blue pants. A man is sitting next to the wooden table. 
A man and woman are sitting on a couch. There is a 
brown wooden table in the room.

There is a man sitting on a wooden chair. 
The man with a white remote with white buttons 
is wearing a black and white shirt and jean pants. 
A woman next to him has red shirts and red 
skirts. There are a man and woman sitting on 
the floor next to a wooden table. 

A smiling woman is sitting on a couch. 
She has yellow short hair and is wearing a short 
sleeve shirt. She is holding a white plate. There is a 
brown couch in the living room. In front of her is a 
wooden table. There are papers and glasses on the 
table.

a) Generic description:

b) Personalized descriptions:

l paragraph descriptions tend to be diverse, just like different individuals can tell stories 
from personalized perspectives.

l long-term visual and language reasoning.



Memory and attention mechanisms
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l Image & video paragraph generation 

[Recurrent Topic-Transition GAN for Visual Paragraph Generation. Liang et al. 2017]

l Adversarial training mechanism between a structured paragraph generator 
and multi-level paragraph discriminators.

Sentence

Generator Sentence

Sentence

Sentence 
Discriminator

Topic-Transition 
Discriminator

Semantic Regions

…

Attentive
Reasoning

Paragraph 
description Corpus



Memory and attention mechanisms
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l Image & video paragraph generation 

512

Visual Features
ℎ'S: 512

C

4096

Visual attention 

ℎ'./z : 1024

𝑓'{: 4096

ℎ'z: 1024

Paragraph 
RNN (512)

Sentence RNN 
(1024)

Word RNN 
(512)

Visual Attentive 
weights

ℎ',X./| : 512

ℎ',X| : 512

C

512

Language attention

Language 
Attentive weights

X

X

𝑓',X} : 512

+

𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑁'

(a) Sentence generation

(b) Word generation

𝑇

C Concatenation 

Weighted summationX

Average+

Sentence  embedding

Local Phrases

• people playing baseball
• a man wearing white shirt and pants
• man holding a baseball bat
• person wearing a helmet in the field
• a man bending over

Local 
Phrases

Continue or stop?

softmax

embedding

[Recurrent Topic-Transition GAN for Visual Paragraph Generation. Liang et al. 2017]

l Visual attention & language attention



Memory and attention mechanisms
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l Image & video paragraph generation 

2) a bicycle parked on the sidewalk

3) man wearing a black shirt

4) a woman wearing a yellow shirt

5) a red and black bike

1) people riding a bike

6) a woman wearing a shirt

Paragraph: A group of people are riding bikes. There are two people riding
bikes parked on the sidewalk. He is wearing a black shirt and jeans. A
woman is wearing a short sleeve yellow shirt and shorts. There are many
other people on the red and black bikes. A woman wearing a shirt is riding a
bicycle.

[Recurrent Topic-Transition GAN for Visual Paragraph Generation. Liang et al. 2017]



Memory and attention mechanisms
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l Image & video paragraph generation 
This picture is taken for three baseball
players on a field. The man on the left is
wearing a blue baseball cap. The man
has a red shirt and white pants. The man
in the middle is in a wheelchair and
holding a baseball bat. Two men are
bending down behind a fence. There are
words band on the fence.

There are several bears standing in the
snow. A little bear is sitting on a large
rock. One bear with its arms straight up
is in the middle of the photo. Two
smaller bears are standing on the side of
a wooden fence. A smaller bear is in
the rear view. There is a cage near to
one standing bear.

A tennis player is attempting to hit the
tennis ball with his left foot hand. He is
holding a tennis racket. He is wearing a
white shirt and white shorts. He has his
right arm extended up. There is a crowd
of people watching the game. A man is
sitting on the chair.

A man is walking down a street next to a
tall building with several traffic on the
side of the building. He is carrying on a
backpack. Some people are walking
past the buildings. The buildings are
made of brick and the windows are
made up of the glasses. There is a
person riding a bicycle in the street.
There are cars on the road.

A couple of zebra are standing next to
each other on dirt ground near rocks.
There are trees behind the zebras. There
is a large log on the ground in front of the
zebra. There is a large rock formation to
the left of the zebra. There is a small hill
near a small pond and a wooden log.
There are green leaves on the tree.

The kitchen is very clean for guests to
see it often. There are only the lights.
There are white cabinets on the wall with
shelves and appliances on it. There are
three lights hanging on the wall above
the sink. There is two white microwaves
on the wall next to the sink. There is a
couch next to the glass windows.

[Recurrent Topic-Transition GAN for Visual Paragraph Generation. Liang et al. 2017]
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Deep Reinforcement Learning
l RL is a general-purpose framework for decision-making
l RL is for an agent with the capacity to act
l Each action influences the agent’s future state
l Success is measured by a scalar reward signal 
l Goal: select actions to maximise future reward
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AI = RL + DL 

courtesy of David Silver

A single agent which can solve any human-level task in an intelligent 
way 
Ø RL defines the objective 
Ø DL gives the mechanism
Ø RL + DL = general intelligence



Deep Reinforcement Learning
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courtesy of David Silver

l Example: Learning to play Atari



Deep Reinforcement Learning
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courtesy of David Silver

l Definition
l Markov Decision Process (MDP) defined by 𝑆, 𝐴, 𝑃
Ø 𝑆: state space
Ø 𝐴: action space
Ø 𝑃 𝑟, 𝑠� 𝑠, 𝑎 : a transition probability distribution

l Extra objects defined depending on problem setting
Ø 𝑢: initial state distribution
Ø 𝛾: discount factor
l In each episode, the initial state is sampled from µ, and the process 

proceeds until the terminal state is reached.
l Goal: maximize expected reward per episode



Deep Reinforcement Learning
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courtesy of David Silver

l Policies
l Deterministic policies: a = 𝜋 𝑠
l Stochastic policies: a ~	𝜋(a	|𝑠)
l Parameterized policies: 𝜋�

Objective: maximize 𝐸 𝑟� +	𝑟/ +	⋯+ 𝑟v./	 𝜋]



Deep Reinforcement Learning
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l Parameterized Policies

l A family of policies indexed by parameter vector 𝜃 ∈ 𝑅�

Ø Deterministic: a = 	𝜋 𝑠, 𝜃
Ø Stochastic: 𝜋 a 𝑠, 𝜃)

l Analogous to classification or regression with inputs 𝑠, output a.
Ø Discrete action space: network output vector of probabilities
Ø Continuous action space: network output mean and diagonal covariance 

of Gaussian
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l Existing deep reinforcement learning (RL) models (e.g., DQN) 
often require several costly episodes of trial and error to 
converge, even with a small action space.

l They need to learn a very large amount of background 
knowledge through observation and action.

Deep Reinforcement Learning

The large action space in real-world (e.g. arbitrary relationship types between 
objects) would exacerbate this problem!

AI = Perception + Memory & Attention + Reasoning (Decision Making)

Deep Variation-structured Reinforcement Learning [Liang & Xing et al. 2017]
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boy

bat

holding

helmet

skinny

wearing

black

object class predicate attribute

boy

bat

helmet

Feature representation Knowledge Base + Reasoning System

Deep Variation-structured Reinforcement 
Learning



Deep Variation-structured Reinforcement 
Learning
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…

ball
above

road

small

elephant

walking on

girl

sitting on

feeding

man

skateboard

standing on

helmet

green

wearing

tall

shirt

black

has

with

pants

sleeping

white

behindnear to

…

…

l Nodes:
l object classes 𝒞
l attributes 𝒜
l predicates 𝒫

l Directed edges:
l Attribute modifier 𝑐, 𝑎 ∈ ℰ𝒜 = 𝒞×𝒜

l Relationship (𝑐, 𝑝, 𝑐�) ∈ ℰ𝒫= 𝒞×𝒫×𝒞

girl feeding elephant

smallball
subject 𝑐

subject 𝑐 object	𝑐′predicate 𝑝

attribute 𝑎

l Incorporate commonsense (prior knowledge) into a graph structure



Deep Variation-structured Reinforcement 
Learning
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• State
• Feature vectors of the subject and object
• Feature vector of the whole image
• Semantic embeddings of previously 

extracted relationships and attribute 
modifiers

• Action (𝐠�, 𝐠� , 𝐠�) ∈ 𝒜 ×𝒫×𝒞
• 𝐠�: attribute describing the subject
• 𝐠�: predicate relating the subject and object
• 𝐠�: object class corresponding to the next 

object instance

• Reward
• Detection accuracy wrt. ground truth labels

Subject instance with object class "man"
Object instance  with object class "skateboard"

strong
man

skateboardstanding on

man

skateboard

𝐠� =	helmet

𝐠�

𝐠�

l Sequential decision making over prior knowledge



Deep Variation-structured Reinforcement 
Learning
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person standing

person

jeans blue

Frisbee blue

tree brown personbehind

tree skinny

building brick personbehind

building large

buildingbeside

1

2

3

4

5

jeanswearing

Frisbeeholdingyoung

person

person

tree

tree

building

Attribute Relationship

subject predicate objectsubject attribute



Deep Variation-structured Reinforcement 
Learning
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sub: man

Variation-structured Traversal Scheme

Action
(g�, g� , g�)

sleeping
strong
young
smiling

...

standing on
wearing
behind

has
...

object actions

Deep 
Q-Network

𝑔¡ = 
helmet

𝑔¢ = 
standing on𝑔£ = strong

strong man
man standing on skateboard
man ? helmet

attribute actions

pants
helmets

sky
...

TERMINAL
Action

(g�, g� , g�)

State

History
phrase 

embedding

New object instance
obj:helmet

obj: skateboard

sub: man

New state

History
phrase 

embedding

obj: helmet

State

predicate actions



l Visual relationship and attribute detection
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Deep Variation-structured Reinforcement 
Learning

skier

jacket

wearing

blue

has

pole

vest

white

has

man

riding

motor

wheel

of wheel car

parked red

on

road

wearin
g pants

shirt

jeans

orange

on

picture

wall

hanging on

television

old chair

sitting

browncouch

against

brown

small

clockon

near to woman

standing



l Planning for real-world application, e.g.:
Ø Autonomous driving policy
Ø 3D scene navigation
Ø Visual question answering
l A unified model for reasoning various tasks in the same scene
Ø Robotic planning for different targets
l Models need to acquire some level of common sense
Ø Language knowledge
Ø Rules
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Deep Reinforcement Learning 
so far



Conclusion
l Lots of efforts are directed to CNN, RNN, Attention, RL 

mechanism to deal with diverse data (spatial or sequential).
l They are still limited to the perception (feature learning) task.
l The future of DL:
Ø Learn the interpretable feature representation
Ø Learn a decision-making system
Ø Incorporate human knowledge
Ø Unsupervised learning
Ø And so on…
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